If a mentally incompetent patient has neither a guardianship nor an advance directive, what is his or her healthcare provider left with? A patient in a boat without paddles.

A patient may live on artificial life support for a long time, given the many life-sustaining treatments available. Some are hard to endure or selectively effective, and if one survives treatment, the outcome may be difficult to accept.

If emergency medical treatment is given to a patient, the patient’s consent to the treatment is implied. To override implied consent, a patient must offer an informed refusal. Again, emergency medical treatment does not require informed consent. It requires an informed refusal.

**Query:** The patient is unconscious and not breathing. How can she refuse a lifesaving medical treatment?

**Response:** The patient executes and maintains an advance directive in her medical records.

**Query:** CPR saved the patient’s life but she is in a persistent vegetative state and does not have advance directives. The physician and family want to remove her life support. The court did not authorize removal because there is insufficient proof of the individual’s wishes. This is a problem.

**Response:** A patient who cannot make her own healthcare decisions occupies a legal position similar to that of a minor; the state will protect this individual from harm. If the patient’s family members seek to remove life support for this individual, they are implementing a decision the patient already made for herself when she still had the mental capacity to make it. The evidentiary standard for proof of the patient’s wishes is not the same for every state.

Generally, a patient’s family is in the best position to know his or her wishes, but not all families are alike. Therefore, a state may impose a higher burden of proof on families seeking to remove
life support from a formerly competent adult. It is a difficult burden to meet, and imposing it means that some individuals who failed to express their wishes will get caught in the crossfire. To avoid a harsh result, it is permissible to impose a lower evidentiary standard if the patient is permanently unconscious, suffering pain that cannot be relieved, or near death.11 There is no bright-line test, but in Michigan the clear and convincing evidentiary standard generally applies to formerly competent, conscious adults on life support.12

Discussion

In Michigan, the leading case regarding end-of-life medical decisions for conscious, formerly competent adults is Martin v Martin.13 In this 1995 opinion, a guardian was not allowed to terminate life-sustaining treatment for a conscious, formerly competent patient because her proofs failed to meet the clear and convincing evidentiary standard. The patient was healthy and conscious, and it was not clear what he presently wanted. Absent solid confirmation of his wishes past and present, the court did not remove his feeding tube.

While competent, the patient had said he never wanted to live hooked up to a machine. However, the court passed over these statements, requiring proof that the patient's statements were part of a serious, thoughtful, consistent decision to refuse medical treatment under the exact or similar circumstances. The patient in Martin was healthy and conscious. The proofs may have been sufficient had the patient been terminally ill and experiencing great pain that could not be relieved.

The leading Michigan case regarding the objective standard is In re Rosebush.14 In this case, the patient, a minor, never had the capacity to make her own healthcare decisions. According to the opinion, removal of the patient's life support did not require a court order as long as her healthcare providers and parents agreed on what was in her best interest. This opinion suggests that not every end-of-life decision requires a court order authorizing the guardian's decision.

Notably, Martin dealt with a spouse who was her husband's guardian. In Michigan, spouses are not natural guardians as parents are for minors. Note that the court specifically asked her for proof of the patient's treatment preferences. Elsewhere, a spouse might be able to inform a healthcare provider about her husband's wishes without seeking a guardianship. In Michigan, there is no appellate decision specifically authorizing a spouse to act as the patient's agent in a healthcare decision-making capacity.

Two Michigan statutes, the Social Welfare Act15 and the Michigan Dignified Death Act,16 include family members in certain medical treatment decisions. The Social Welfare Act authorizes next of kin to provide consent to medical treatment for an indigent patient needing essential medical care. The Dignified Death Act allows a physician to communicate with family members about a terminally ill patient's treatment choices. Of the two, the Social Welfare Act gives family members greater authority.

The Dignified Death Act does not grant family members the authority to make decisions about end-of-life treatment. Instead,

FAST FACTS

Family consent laws in other states address the priority of a patient’s family members to convey to a medical provider the patient’s wishes regarding treatment.

The family's authority is limited in scope and inapplicable when a guardian or agent has been appointed under a healthcare power of attorney.

Increasingly, Michigan needs a family consent law.
If a patient does not have a patient advocate or guardian, a family consent law determines who may make medical treatment decisions on the patient’s behalf.

it requires physicians to inform terminally ill patients about patients’ rights and treatment options, including the right to appoint a patient advocate.

Like the Patient Self-Determination Act,17 the Dignified Death Act informs patients and their families of the patients’ right to choose medical treatment. However, it is primarily concerned with the timing of the information.18

Importantly, if a terminally ill patient is incompetent, the Dignified Death Act allows a physician to give information to the patient’s guardian, patient advocate, or family.19 One could conclude that the legislature would not have included the patient’s family in this list unless it believed the family had the authority to make medical treatment decisions. Alternatively, the legislature may have assumed the family would act on the information and petition for guardianship if the proper party refused to act. The most reasonable conclusion is that the purpose of the Dignified Death Act is to get information to those who know the patient’s wishes and empower them with timely information about treatment choices.

In summary, Michigan does not have a family consent law authorizing families to make end-of-life medical treatment decisions for patients using an objective standard or to communicate the patient’s treatment preferences using a subjective standard. Some Michigan hospitals, however, allow families to communicate the patient’s treatment preferences without seeking guardianship.20 Likewise, some nursing homes are implementing a pilot program allowing the patient’s family to communicate his or her wishes in an informal capacity.21 This program follows the paradigm of the Physician’s Order for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST) program.

A POLST is a physician’s order intended for patients near death. The patient’s participation is voluntary. The validity of accepting an incompetent person’s voluntary participation in the program is an important legal question.

A POLST is written at the hospital and follows the patient after discharge, meaning it continues to have legal effect after the patient leaves the physician’s care. If the patient’s medical condition changes, the POLST must be revoked or revised. Although it sounds like a POLST is an advance directive, it is not. Unlike an advance directive, a POLST takes effect immediately. It guides medical care in light of the patient’s current condition. Taking that into consideration, it clearly is a document that solves the problem of incompetent patients lacking advance directives. Only competent patients may execute an advance directive.23

The POLST paradigm relies on the legal authority of the family to communicate end-of-life medical treatment decisions for incompetent patients.24 Since Michigan does not have a family consent law, the POLST paradigm is difficult to understand and implement fairly in Michigan.

Here is the situation in Michigan: our population curve is tilting toward aging baby boomers, guardianships are not popular because they are burdensome, healthcare providers would like to simply ask the families what the patients want, and many patients would prefer to let their families speak for them without filling out any paperwork. It appears that whether one likes the POLST paradigm programs or not, they are here to stay, and they seem to do for patients what patients want done. Therefore, it makes sense to enact a family consent law to lay down some guidelines for a practice likely to continue regardless of any lack of legal authority it may have in Michigan.
Family consent laws provide an order of priority for selecting a surrogate decision maker. They also limit the medical treatment decisions a surrogate may make. For example, if a patient does not have a patient advocate or guardian, a family consent law determines who may make medical treatment decisions on the patient’s behalf. It also specifies which treatment decisions the family may make. For all other decisions, a guardianship is required. The family consent law includes a list of interested parties who have a right to object to the surrogate’s decisions. The same procedures that protect a patient in the patient advocate designation law ought to be present in a family consent law. Healthcare providers have an incentive to follow family consent laws because they are protected from liability if they do so.

In 1993, the Uniform Law Commission promulgated an act that included a family consent law for adults and emancipated minors. Like previous acts, it has a priority list to determine who should be designated as the surrogate decision maker. It gives highest priority to a surrogate decision maker orally designated by the patient.

If a patient does not name a surrogate, a family member may assume authority according to a governing order of priority. The priority list begins with the patient’s spouse followed by, in order, an adult child, a parent, and an adult brother or sister. If there is no available person related to the patient, “an adult who has exhibited special care and concern for the patient, who is familiar with the patient’s personal values, and who is willing and able to make a health-care decision for the patient” is allowed to assume authority. In the event that nobody is qualified and willing to serve, the healthcare provider may ask the probate court to appoint a guardian.

The surrogate decision maker is last in line in a hierarchy of healthcare decision makers as follows:

- The patient makes his or her own decisions regarding medical treatment as long as he or she is competent to provide informed consent to treatment.
- If the patient cannot provide informed consent to medical treatment, the patient’s appointed agent in an advance directive must be notified.
- If there is no validly appointed agent qualified and reasonably available to make decisions regarding medical treatment, a court-appointed guardian must be notified if one has been appointed.
- If there is no court-appointed guardian, the healthcare provider may select a default surrogate decision maker according to the priority list provided in the act.

Michigan needs a family consent law. Healthcare providers have developed policies to cope with the issue of family consent, but the result is a patchwork of inconsistencies. For any individual, the outcome will differ depending on the hospital and location in which the individual dies. This is not a satisfactory result, and why guidance from a family consent law is needed.
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